Abstract-This paper presents robust robot navigation using polar coordinates in dynamic environments based on our previous work which was to move toward a target while avoiding static and dynamic obstacles. It utilized vector polar histogram (VPH) with velocity obstacle (VO) for the navigation and obstacle avoidance but had difficulties in detecting dynamic obstacles and reaching the target accurately. To overcome those problems, polar scan matching (PSM) is combined with our previous work. It allows the robot to localize its pose more correctly, which causes an improvement of dynamic obstacle detection. Simulations are performed to verify that our approach outperforms other conventional navigation methods in terms of obstacle avoidance and reaching the target accurately.
I. INTRODUCTION
The intelligence of autonomous mobile robot for navigation should be fundamentally equipped with its capability of localization, obstacle avoidance and reaching a target. These are not independently operated but intimately connected to one another. By considering this perspective, some navigation approaches have been introduced. A potential field method (PFM) which induces attractive force for a target and repulsive force for obstacles was described by O. Khatib [1] . It is one of oldest methods and still exploited due to its comfortable implementation. It has, however, some limitations such as getting stuck in a local minima and unstable behaviors near obstacles and in narrow passages [2] . Vector field histogram (VFH) [3] was developed by J. Borenstein et al. It was based on vector force field (VFF) and polar histogram using certainty grid map obtained from sensor measurements. Its enhanced version, called VFH+, considered the kinematics, dynamics and so on using the masked polar histogram [4] . Although VFH+ was improved by several considerations, it still has drawbacks such as a local minima problem in reaching a target and avoiding obstacles. The VFH* to overcome the local minima problem employed the A* search algorithm and the look-ahead verification that allows the robot to reach a right decision [5] . These methods that originally derived from VFH depend on certainty grid map to compensate Manuscript received May 14, 2013; revised July 22, 2013. the inaccuracy of sonar sensors. Highly accurate sensors, like a laser range finder (LRF), do not work well in these methods because they has time-consuming operation, e.g. compensation process, and are not elaborate. These methods also have other problems. Therefore, the vector polar histogram method (VPH) has been proposed as the combination of PFM and VFH+ method to be specialized for high accuracy sensors, i.e. LRF [2] . In order to constitute the entire obstacle avoidance process faster and more efficient, VPH uses the LRF data intuitively and threshold function which is defined as a time-varying function with the robot's dynamics. However, it also has been suffering from some problems due to the directly used LRF data. To resolve the problems, an enhanced vector polar histogram (VPH+) has been proposed. VPH+ is composed of six steps, including data modification [6] . The excellence of this method has been proven by other researchers [7] . However, a parallel move, which is a phenomenon that a robot avoid a dynamic obstacle in the same direction, still exists in the method. In [8] , we overcame that problem by combining velocity obstacle (VO) in the prediction of dynamic obstacle's behavior. VO can find collision regions and help construct a histogram for dynamic obstacles [9] .
In this paper, we improve the VPH+ with VO in terms of the detection of dynamic obstacles and finding out their velocity and reaching a target. Those improvements are also performed in polar coordinates because polar scan matching (PSM) is used. It is to sophisticatedly compensate current robot pose obtained from the robot motion model while performing scan matching [10] . It has four steps and those are explained briefly in section 2. The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 represents our previous work and scan restoration based polar scan matching method shortly. The proposed approach is specifically addressed in Section 3. Section 4 verifies the proposed approach to robot navigation by comparing conventional methods on simulations. Also, comparing results are analyzed in detail in that section.
The proposed approach is summarized and our conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
II. R

A. Robust VPH+ U sing VO
As we mentioned, VO is merged into VPH+ to consider a collision between a robot and a dynamic obstacle in our previous work. It consists of eight steps which are included from the generation of polar histogram to transmitting control signals into the robot. Fig.1 shows those steps in block diagram. Current measurement data in Cartesian coordinates is transformed into the data in polar coordinates by representing it as a polar histogram. Also, the previous polar histogram is transformed into predicted current polar histogram using the robot motion model. Each histogram is modified by reducing the error of that and is segmented by dividing it into obstacle part and non-obstacle part. Generally, the obstacle part has concave shape. To perform obstacle matching process, segments having concave shape are compared to each other in two histogram. If there are dramatic difference between matched segments with concave shape, larger than predefined threshold, those segments denote dynamic obstacles with a velocity obtained from the difference. After the dynamic obstacles are detected, regions for collision are estimated using VO. Those are recalculated as a histogram, called VO histogram. It only involves the effect caused by the movement of dynamic obstacles. Thus, the current polar histogram for current static obstacles and the VO histogram are merged by taking minimum values between them, which denotes the construction of hybrid histogram. Using the hybrid histogram, robot control signals, i.e. translation and rotation velocity, are generated by following the scheme of original VPH. In spite of its consideration for dynamic obstacles, there are estimation errors for prediction and noise reduction in current polar histogram.
In this paper, we improve them by adding robot localization and by changing the preprocessing of histogram.
B. PSM
To estimate the robot pose more correctly, two consecutive scans are matched by projecting one to the other one, i.e., scan matching. Of scan matching methods [11] , [12] , polar scan matching (PSM) is accurate and fast enough to be performed in real time operation. It matches two scan data in polar coordinates while projecting and comparing range data according to each angle. It has four steps which are scan preprocessing, scan projection, translation estimation and orientation estimation. Scan information is preprocessed to reduce the noise using mean filtering. Also, preprocessed current scan is projected into the frame of reference scan, i.e., previous scan. In the projection, the projected current scan is also resampled by the linear interpolation in the polar coordinates to align its angle. If the resampled current scan { , }
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Cr   and its Jacobian H are computed, the translation estimation is performed as follows.
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where T denotes the estimated translation between two consecutive scans. The result is applied to RS C and it shifts to find the orientation angle that represents minimum distribution error between reference scan and translated current scan, which means orientation estimation. 
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III. THE PROPOSED APPORACH
The proposed approach is described in Fig. 2 including the generation of robot control signals. Like the procedure of PSM, the previous and current scan are preprocessed and follow the scan projection step. Also, we can estimate the translation and orientation by solving estimation equation introduced in PSM. These are drawn by dashed lines. This estimation result makes the prediction of current polar histogram more accurate. The estimation for dynamic obstacles is represented by following solid lines. Briefly described processes are addressed in following subsections in detail. As we mentioned, the robot localization is performed quickly and precisely using PSM. Based on the localization information, the detection process of dynamic obstacles is carried out as follows. Current polar histogram is predicted using previous scan. It is also preprocessed using median filtering with a constant window size for the elimination of measurements with maximum range. The size is usually defined as 5. After noise reduction, the histogram is divided into some segments which are composed of parts for dynamic obstacles and static obstacles. Likewise, the current polar histogram obtained from current scan also goes through the same process that is used to obtain the predicted current polar histogram. We define the segments and its indices in the two polar histograms in Table I . To determine the position and velocity of dynamic obstacles, the segments of two polar histograms, S c and S pc are compared one by one. If the Euclidean distance between two matched segments is larger than a given threshold  , it is certainly regarded as one of dynamic obstacles and involved in S pdc or S dc . Otherwise, it is considered as a static obstacle and involved in S psc or S sc . The Euclidean distance D ms (j) between j-th matched segments is calculated as follows.
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where P cx (j) and P cy (j) are representative x-y position of jth matched segment, S dc (j), in current polar histogram. Also, P pcx (j) and P pcy (j) are representative x-y position of j-th matched segment, S pdc (j), in predicted current polar histogram. Those are obtained using current robot orientation and their histogram, i.e. H c and H pc , as follows. 
where N and M are the number of scan involved in matched segments. The Euclidean distance, D ms (j), also denotes travel distance of the dynamic obstacle during a time step and we can also calculate the velocity of it using the relation between the distance and the time step. Fig. 3 shows how segments are determined as a part for a dynamic obstacle or for a static obstacle in two polar histograms.
B. Construction of Hybrid Histogram
If a dynamic obstacle is detected, VO is simply applied to the construction of a collision region. The VO having cone shape represents a collision region that the robot should avoid. Using this region, we can construct a histogram caused by dynamic obstacles, called VO histogram. Fig. 4 introduces the construction process of the VO histogram. After VO is found, lines based on robot pose are drawn according to angles with a resolution which we define as 1°. They are described as follows. 
C. Generation of Robot Constrol Signals
Finally, the motion of the robot can be controlled using the hybrid histogram. The control signals for the robot are generated by following the cost function of the VPH+ and it can be written as follows.
where B(i) has 0 or 1 according to the shape of a segment including i, e.g., 0 in concave shape and 1 in others. The threshold function H(i) has also 0 or 1 if i-th value of hybrid histogram, H hybrid (i), is larger than a safe distance. As a weighted function, S(i) consists of an angle between a target and i-th point, and an angle between the robot and i-th point. 
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, the performance of the proposed approach is verified from simulation results by comparing it to VPH+ and our previous work. The environment for simulations contains some static obstacles and dynamic obstacles. The static obstacle has rectangular or circular shape with black color, and the dynamic obstacle is represented as circular one with an arbitrary translation and angular velocity as shown in Fig. 5 . In two simulation environments, the robot moves towards its target while avoiding both static and dynamic obstacles. To reflect control noise, noise term is added to robot motion. Fig. 7 show the robot trajectories which are respectively drawn by depending on each method. In case of VPH+, it is still suffering from parallel movement which is a phenomenon that allows robot to ironically move toward the trajectory of dynamic obstacles for avoiding them. Also, it can even collide the dynamic obstacles. But our previous work and the proposed approach do not face the collision and the phenomenon while predicting dynamic obstacle's move. The difference of them is obviously represented in reaching the target. Our previous work without PSM finally takes wrong way. In contrast, the robot reaches the target that is fairly accurate in the proposed approach by localizing its pose.
V. CONCOLUSIONS
In this paper, we improve our previous work, i.e., robust VPH+ using VO, by merging PSM which performs scan matching based localization quickly and accurately. All scans, i.e., current scan and previous scan, are preprocessed using median filter with window size 5. Also, current scan is predicted using previous scan and robot localization obtained from PSM. Segments in predicted current polar histogram are compared to current polar histogram's segments for dynamic obstacle detection. If the distance between two matched segments is larger than given threshold, the segments imply a dynamic obstacle and its velocity is calculated using the distance. Subsequently, VO histogram is constructed from the dynamic obstacle and hybrid histogram is created by selecting minimum value between the VO histogram and the current polar histogram. Robot control signals are generated by adopting the hybrid histogram. The performance of the proposed approach is verified on two simulations with both static and dynamic obstacles. It shows its capability for speed, accuracy, robustness in comparison with others during simulations.
